1, INTRODUCTION
This document is intended to provide helpful information to anyone wishing to adapt IDENT for use on a computer other than an LSI-11, or on an operating system other than RT-11 version 4, or with different data structures.
An overall picture of IDENT is provided by Tables 1-7, in which the common variables and the overlay structure are outlined. The function of each subroutine is noted briefly. The main program establishes parameters for the program run. Part of it is concerned with specific data structures or with RT-11 functions and would probably require change. The subroutine, COMMAN, is called by the main program for each set of input and output data. COMMAN is the calling routine for all of the commands processed by IDENT and thus must be located in the root segment.
Also provided in this manual are linking instructions, a list and description of RT-11 functions used in IDENT. A discussion of the structure of a main program is provided. Also, the means by which the parameter estimator's convergence rate could be altered by some minor program changes is outlined.
LINKING INSTRUCTIONS
On the RT-11 version 4 system, the linking instructions are as follows: These instructions indicate that the modules, ROOTSG (the main program and COMMAN) comprise the root segment or the portion of the program which remains in memory at all times. The next six modules share the same memory region. Thus, certain restrictions were followed in order that this overlay structure works. A given subroutine's return path must remain in memory. For example, the main program or COMMAN may call any subroutine in the system since ROOTSG is always resident. However, a call cannot be made from PAREST to a routine in RSD since these 2 modules share the same memory area.
The program was linked with 2 options. The /B:2000 option moves the program's starting address 1000 octal words higher. In RT-11 version 4, the double precision routine, DPRQD, needs a larger stack area (the stack is located below the program) than is automatically allocated. /P:400 just expands the linking table.
The program fits in a 28 K memory with some difficulty. The program size is dictated by the size 0010-468X/84/$03.00 © 1984 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. of the root segment (including the COMMON area) and the size of the largest overlay, TEACH. To save space, these modules were compiled with a no linenumbers option which suppressed the inclusion of internal line numbers in the object files. The /B:2000 option aggravates the problem by 1000 words. If necessary, the TEACH overlay could be dropped or could be converted to get the instructions out of a file instead of containing a multitude of format statements. The ICSI function calls the RT-11 Command String Interpreter in special mode to parse a command string and return file descriptors and options to the program.
SPEC
is the 39 word area to receive the file specifications. The GETSTR subroutine reads a formatted ASCII record from Fortran logical unit 5 (the terminal) into the array: FORAY. The string can be up to 19 characters. IER indicates errors. The data is truncated (trailing blanks" removed) and a null byte inserted at the end to form a character string.
CLOSE

Example of a call: CALL CLOSE (3)
Location of the call: (1) Main program -close command file and data files. (2) OPPAR -closes the command file. Explanation:
CLOSE simply closes the file associated with the indicated logical unit number.
MAIN PROGRAM
The main program may be tailored to a user's specific needs. However, there are certain things that a main program in IDENT should do:
(1) Initialization of the operation parameters.
(2) Initialization of the data sampling rate. If the data arrays are a different length than 512 words, then the dimensions of the common arrays PR, CR, WH, PD, and RD may be changed. However, increasing these dimensions will necessitate the program occupying a larger segment of memory.
CONTROL OF THE PARAMETER ESTI-MATOR
Currently, it is not possible to exert directly any control over the parameter estimator's behavior. However, there are some minor program changes in the parameter estimator, RLSTSQ, which could be made to alter its convergence rate. If one really wanted to play with these parameters, perhaps they could be included in the list of operation parameters. Following are listed these easy to change parameters.
(1) Convergence criterion: When parameter estimates obtained after the previous iteration differs from those from the current iteration by less than .01, the algorithm stops. This convergence criterion can be relaxed or tightened. The statement containing the .01 is near the line numbered 9754.
(2) Exponential weighting window parameters: An exponential weighting window is applied to the parameter estimator so that more recent data have more 'weight' in the forming of the parameter estimates. The window is of the form:
If RHO is chosen to be close to 1 and DE-LRHO chosen to be small, RHO will tend to 1 
